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Introduction

Guardian says, in 2020, there was a 535% rise in daily traffic in virtual meetings through
video-conferencing applications. We’re sure that you already knew that companies went
remote, and virtual audiences became more globalized.

But did you know that the virtual meetings boom we experience
decreased the audience engagement? As much as 88% of
participants leave virtual events early, according to a survey by
SmartCompany.

Times change, new challenges appear, but some things always hit the
top of the event organizers’ priority list.

Which is why our guide addresses one of the main challenges – low audience engagement.

In this guide, you’ll find out:

● 3 reasons why interpretation increases virtual audience engagement

● 4 must-have features on your video-meeting platform to engage your audience

● 3 tips from Interactio event managers on engaging your virtual attendees

Now, let’s dive right in!
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A quick refresher on interpretation

What is interpretation?

Interpretation is the practice of transforming spoken (or signed) information from a source
(foreign) language to a target (preferred) language in an oral or signed form.

What do interpreters do?

Interpreters have the experience and skills to interpret the speech by preserving the tone
and meaning of the original speaker.

What type of interpretation are we talking about here?

While there are many types of interpretation (suited for different occasions), remote
simultaneous interpretation �RSI� is arguably the most popular right now because it allows
you to receive interpretation simultaneously (within a matter of milliseconds) anywhere,
anytime.

If you’re organizing a multilingual event, here’s how RSI technology can bring it to the next
level.
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3 reasons why interpretation increases virtual
audience engagement

1. We communicate in our preferred language easier
Introducing remote simultaneous interpretation to your virtual event
simplifies communication. Studies show that people who speak in their
preferred language are more relaxed and engaged in the conversation.
With RSI, your speakers also won’t have to make pauses to wait for an
interpretation to happen. They’ll speak in their regular tone and speed,
fully connecting with your audience.

2. We understand the meeting’s content better
Comprehending content in our second language is demanding: you have
to listen to every word and exercise great focus. That’s why many
international attendees end up translating words instead of truly enjoying
their event experience. By adding interpretation to your event, you can
help your audience better understand the meeting’s content and connect
with the speaker here and now.

3. We initiate conversations with each other more often
Language barrier is one of the top reasons people become passive
listeners during events. Remote simultaneous interpretation can change
this by enabling an uninterrupted flow of discussion between people who
don’t speak the same language. Just think how much we enjoy interacting
with other attendees when we can ask questions and receive answers in
a language that makes sense. Add interpretation to your global event, and
your networking engagement rates won’t disappoint you.

Interpretation is not the only thing to keep in mind when organizing a virtual event. The
virtual platform you pick is just as important.
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4 must-have software features to engage your
audience

Every meeting platform is different but before choosing one that fits your needs the best,
make sure it has these 4 features designed to boost your attendees’ engagement.

1. Screen sharing and file sharing
Screen sharing and file sharing help speakers better deliver their
presentations to the audience. The more visual cues the participants
receive – the more engaged they remain. Remember, it’s important to
switch between different types of content to keep your attendees
focused – from speech to images, from images to videos, from videos to
files. Enabling screen and file sharing is just one way to do it!

2. Live polls and surveys
Not all of us are ready to take the floor and jump on an opportunity to
share our thoughts with a big audience, but that doesn’t mean we want to
remain passive. Enabling live polls and surveys is a perfect option for more
reserved participants. Trust us, some people might not want to speak up,
but everyone likes to voice their opinion in a quick live poll – especially if
it’s anonymous.

3. Group or private chats
Giving your audience a break from listening to the speakers and
encouraging them to communicate together on a particular topic is a sure
way to increase their engagement and build new connections. Chats give
us an alternative form of networking in a virtual event where people with
all personality types feel comfortable and can spend meaningful time
together.

4. After-event analytics
Organizing one successful event without data is possible, but building a
series of successful recurring events without analytics is not an option.
Look for a platform that can give you clear post-event statistics so you can
understand the needs of your audience and the performance of your event
better. Take your time to analyze the data and feedback, and make use of
it for better engagement in the future!
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3 tips from Interactio event managers on engaging
your virtual attendees

1. Invite an experienced moderator to facilitate interactive
sessions
Having an event moderator is crucial for the high engagement of your
attendees. Ask your virtual host to keep an eye on the Q/A box, respond to
messages in the chat, control a list of raised hands, initiate breaks, launch
polls, and more. This way, your remote participants will feel taken care of
and welcomed just as they would at any in-person event.

2. Cut long meetings into sessions and include plenty of breaks
Lengthy virtual events kill attendees’ engagement. No matter how
important your topic is, consider splitting your meeting into manageable
sessions of 45 minutes. This is an average person’s capacity to remain
attentive and involved in the event’s content. To boost the engagement,
introduce ice breakers and energizer activities during the breaks (e.g.,
stretches, desk-yoga sessions) to bring back participants’ alertness after
longer sessions.

3. Provide dedicated technical support during the entire
meeting
Nothing makes virtual participants more frustrated and disengaged than
technical difficulties. Technology setup can make or break your remote
event, so we encourage you not to risk it. Have a team of technical
experts available on-demand via chat, email, and phone, so your
attendees can solve a technical problem quickly and jump back to your
event.
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What if we told you that there is a solution that can do
it all?

● Enable high-quality human interpretation;

● Handle virtual meetings with 1K� participants;

● Engage your attendees with all the must-have features;

● Offer an exclusive panel for moderators;

● Provide dedicated technical support and project management for all your meetings;

● Work as a standalone platform or in pair with your favorite video-conferencing apps,
like Zoom, Microsoft Teams, Webex, or any platform of your choice.

Curious? Let us tell you more on a free no-commitment call.
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